Quality assurance framework for rapid automatic analysis deployment in medical imaging
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ABSTRACT

Purpose: Automatic image analysis algorithms have an increasing role in clinical quality assurance (QA) in medical imaging. Although the implementation of QA calculation algorithms may be straightforward at the development level, actual deployment of a new method to clinical routine may require substantial additional effort from supporting services. We sought to develop a multimodal system that enables rapid implementation of new QA analysis methods in clinical practice.

Methods: The QA system was built using freely available open-source software libraries. The included features were results database, database interface, interactive user interface, e-mail error dispatcher, data processing backend, and DICOM server. An in-house database interface was built, providing the developers of analyses with simple access to the results database. An open-source DICOM server was used for image traffic and automatic initiation of modality-specific QA image analyses.

Results: The QA framework enabled rapid adaptation of new analysis methods to automatic image processing workflows. The system provided online data review via an easily accessible user interface. In case of deviations, the system supported simultaneous review of the results for the user and QA expert to trigger corrective actions. In particular, embedded error thresholds, trend analyses, and error-feedback channels were provided to facilitate continuous monitoring and to enable pre-emptive corrective actions.

Conclusion: An effective and novel QA framework incorporating easy adaptation and scalability to automated image analysis methods was developed. The framework provides an efficient and responsive web-based tool to manage the normal operation, trends, errors, and abnormalities in medical image quality.

1. Introduction

Medical imaging systems provide essential information that influence clinical decisions and patient care outcomes. Therefore, outputs from medical imaging systems must be monitored via strict quality assurance (QA) procedures for possible degradation in technical performance. The rapidly increasing quantity and complexity of medical imaging requires corresponding advances in QA processes [1].

In general, QA involves the acquisition of daily, weekly, and monthly test images that are employed to detect abnormalities and trends in the performance of devices. In addition to rapid intervention in case of acute malfunctions, this widespread continuous QA monitoring also enables pre-emptive maintenance without delays caused by manual QA analysis and monitoring process. These goals can be achieved with an automatic image processing pipeline that can rapidly convert images to quantitative monitoring results, provide further analysis, and send notifications when needed. This can release QA specialist (typically a medical physicist) resources from manual analysis work and provide more tools to follow the underlying effects objectively. However, while development of calculation algorithms is feasible with existing methods, clinical implementation of the QA process may pose challenges.

In medical imaging, the structure of image data and the accompanying image transfer protocol is well established through the continuously updating DICOM standard. However, DICOM data management still requires expertise in practical clinical settings. More specifically, effective implementation of the image processing pipeline requires seamless integration of image data receiving and queuing. Proper management of image traffic may require technical software solutions that are much more complex than implementation of the actual image analysis. Additionally, embedding of custom analysis codes is currently a rare feature in commercial picture archive systems (PACS). Fortunately, a few open-source solutions are available to handle medical...
image traffic on a small scale [2–4], thus providing a building block to be combined with QA-specific analysis codes in a more comprehensive QA framework.

An efficient QA system should provide a sufficient amount of QA information in an easily comprehensible manner and the means to raise alerts when results are out of set tolerances. A clear and easy to use graphical interface is an integral component of such a system. Recently, many solutions have emerged that enable easier development of user interfaces following good practices in both usability and security. Namely, so-called frameworks allow seamless integration of data to a web-based interface, and well-defined style libraries allow usage and user-tailored views of data [5–7].

The development of a QA system requires considerable time and human resources. Open-source codes may improve resource use, as the same methods and algorithms can be shared by the entire professional community and different multidisciplinary shareholders. Further, open-source development may also provide a more robust platform where development-phase errors and bugs are collectively observed and corrected more efficiently than with singular team efforts. Open-source solutions for implementing medical imaging analysis applications and workflows have been presented by a few authors [4,8–14].

The objective of this study was to develop a rapid automatic QA analysis system for medical imaging. At the technical level, all the required components supporting the core QA data analysis functionality were pursued. These included an image transfer node for routing the acquired QA data to the analysis; a developer interface for the QA database; a user interface to review analysed data and manipulate user-level QA system parameters; and a system to raise alerts. On a general level, the developed system was designed to be flexible in the required platform and connection methods, enabling user interaction through a web-based user interface.

2. Materials methods

The developed QA system consists of a DICOM-compatible image server handling the image traffic and queue for analysis, results database, database communication interface, user interface framework, and alert generation module. A simplified schema of the dataflow and the included modules is presented in Fig. 1. All components of the system were based on readily available open-source programs and frameworks, which were modified to match the typical medical imaging QA requirements. The key applications and libraries used are presented in Table 1. The components of the system are bundled as Docker containers [15], which allows them to be easily transferred to and run on different platforms, thus reducing the requirements of the host computer.

### Table 1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Used library or application</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Image communications server</td>
<td>Orthanc</td>
<td>[3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database</td>
<td>PostgreSQL</td>
<td>[16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database interface</td>
<td>SQLAlchemy</td>
<td>[18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web framework</td>
<td>Django</td>
<td>[6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User interface outlook</td>
<td>Bootstrap</td>
<td>[7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plotting</td>
<td>Bokeh</td>
<td>[19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DICOM image viewer</td>
<td>Cornerstone</td>
<td>[4]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1. Image communications server

Orthanc [3] is an open-source DICOM server that was used to receive images and launch the QA data analyses. The server software is available as a Docker package, which allows wide and flexible customization by the user. The standard settings file enables the user to manipulate most of the typical medical image transfer-related parameters. An image viewer is embedded by default.

The most essential development feature of the DICOM server is the ability to embed Python code to interact within different phases of applied image traffic and an additional application programming interface (API) to retrieve and manipulate data in the server. These technical features allow the user to run in-house developed analysis code for the acquired QA data. The DICOM server also includes a queue system to automatically trigger analysis of image data in the receiving order to limit the load on the system and to provide continual online access of the QA results.

In our system, the analysis process was triggered when a study had not received new images in 10 s; the waiting period is freely adjustable in the settings of the DICOM server. When the analysis is triggered, the validity of the data is determined first. The methods for validity detection vary depending on the source data. However, typically in QA images, certain imaging parameters must match predetermined criteria. As an example case of CT QA images, the following image parameters were automatically checked for conformance with the criteria: the identity code of the study cannot be a valid national patient identification code and the slice number of the image must match the predefined device-specific setting.

In addition to the DICOM server, a file server was used to store analysed QA images. The server provided images for viewing in the user interface along with the accompanying analysis results. Additionally,
the images in the file server could be used to update results if the actual analysis method is updated at some point.

2.2. Database

In the beginning of an image analysis project, the database solution used, and its structure often do not appear to be a major feature. It is likely that the analysis algorithm itself produces only a handful of results and source data are determined without accompanying metadata. However, when the final algorithm is embedded in the healthcare provider-wide systems, the requirements of the data flow will increase substantially. The database must be able to handle multiple parallel read and write actions. In addition to the primary analysis results, the complementary information on how and where the source data were obtained must accompany the actual results. The solution for the large-scale database needs are the well-established relational databases. In our system, the PostgreSQL [16] database was chosen due to good documentation and its widely adopted position in the field.

The actual database structure is a key feature and largely defines how the entire system interacts with the data. In the database structure, all possible indications of use should be considered prospectively, since retrospective changes require system-level redesign and may become extremely difficult to apply. In our system, the design of the database was based on development sessions held with QA experts (medical physicists) responsible for different medical imaging modalities. In the sessions, the focus was on the typical needs in each medical imaging technique and the most relevant technical parameters needed in each application. As a result, a database structure with two interconnected branches was developed. The first branch was designed to reflect the imaging device and organizational information to group the devices accordingly. The second branch was dedicated to QA results to include information on performed measurements, accompanying analyses settings, and obtained results. The connection between each QA result to a certain imaging device and its location (across different radiology departments) over the device lifecycle allows for advanced solutions, such as determination of device-specific error boundaries and site-specific browsing of the results.

2.3. Database interface

While a well-defined database structure is essential for successful presentation of data, it may become too complicated for an analysis developer to follow. Thus, a communication interface was developed that provides an easy and well-defined connection to the database. The interface was designed to receive new data as a Pandas dataframe [17]. This includes a few mandatory fields to identify the data source and the actual measurement result fields. The interface itself handles recording of the results to the database under the correct location and device combination and updating the organization hierarchy if necessary. On the other hand, the communication interface can be used to interrogate the system to retrieve, for example, a result and corresponding error thresholds from a certain imaging device. The necessary database interaction functions were developed in-house, and actual communication was performed based on a SQLAlchemy [18] library.

2.4. User interface

The user interface design is often an overlooked feature in medical imaging analysis development. However, if these analysis methods are deployed in daily clinical use, it is essential to make the system approachable for all user groups independent of their understanding of the underlying technical methods. In the developed system, the well-established Django [6] framework was used to connect the user interface to the database and generate responsive web pages for interaction. An interactive web-based user interface is also a convenient way to achieve maximum cross-platform compatibility, as no additional installations beyond a normal web browser are required on client computers. An example of a user interface for computed tomography QA is presented in Fig. 2.

The Django framework used allows for extensive interaction with the database. Basically, all data input, retrieval, and manipulation can be performed with standard features of the framework. A subset of these features can be provided for a user through a graphical user interface. Typically, tools for error threshold updating, imaging device naming, datapoint commenting, and image data download are relevant features for end users. User groups with different levels of feature access are also enabled by the framework.

A graphical representation of the results was implemented using the Bokeh library [19]. The library allows for a seamless integration with the Django environment and can also support limited interactive features, such as datapoint selection with a mouse.

The appearance of the user interface webpages was defined through the Bootstrap library [7]. The same library is widely used in many well-known web services and is familiar for the typical user, thus increasing approachability.

Although presentation of medical DICOM images on a web page is not a widely supported option, this is one of the key elements in medical imaging user interfaces. Only a few open-source libraries are readily available [4,11,20]. In our system, Cornerstone [4] was used to present images interactively. The user can see relevant images with the standard zoom, drag, and windowing tools to manipulate image size, position, and contrast/brightness.

2.5. Alert generation

The alert generation in the system utilized the developed database interface. The interface provided tools to interrogate the latest results for each device with corresponding error thresholds. This information was used by a scheduled script to generate a list of new error incidences that can be sent to the respective QA specialists to trigger corrective actions as required. Optimally, the alert generation would be connected to an existing task managing system with an open interface. In our current solution, a list of new errors was sent daily by an automatically generated e-mail.

3. Results and discussion

The development of an automatic analysis pipeline for QA may provide a fundamental improvement to the efficiency of the QA process in medical imaging and the corresponding medical physicist daily routine and role as a QA supervisor. It can replace manual analyses and shift the QA expert’s focus towards inspecting detected findings and solving problems on an actual physical and technical level. This allows the medical physicist to focus their professional effort on more effective utilization of their knowledge, skills, and competence. This aspect is even more important when considering the increasing need for medical physicist involvement in diagnostic and interventional radiology [21].

Automatic analysis also has other fundamental strengths regarding robustness, objectivity, consistency, and reproducibility of the analysis results. An essential benefit is to increase the sensitivity of the analysis due to increased repeatability of the analysis process. With demonstrative data visualization, the same results can be simultaneously shared for all users involved in imaging. Shared data allows for effective discussion on the detected issues. However, even the best analysis tools can be hampered by limited usability and data input, which are not the focus of the methodology development itself. In the presented system, we have addressed this problem by implementing all required supporting features around the actual QA analysis algorithm.

Overall, a QA analysis service application, such as the one developed in this study, provides an accessible, rapid, and well-defined deployment of image analysis in the practical clinical workflow. In contrast to research-oriented medical imaging departments, where development
work for new analyses is typically performed by graduate students or other temporary research workers as a specific project, the developed system allows such projects to focus on actual analysis methods and their implementation without an effort to encode auxiliary software features. This is an essential feature, since insufficient compatibility of the image analysis process to the clinical workflow may become a major problem that prevents the effective use of the analysis application.

The presented system is also versatile and can be applied to any medical imaging modality that provides digital images. Arguably all current manually applied image-quality measurements can be automated with modern tools. However, the applicability of different imaging modalities varies. For example, computed tomography data are already almost platform independent and do not require major pre-processing effort in the analysis pipeline. On the other hand, ultrasound images carry many platform-dependent features that require additional developer effort to achieve standardized results.

The guideline for system development in this project was to use well-established and public frameworks and libraries for the image analysis process. The availability of such open-source solutions has increased dramatically in the last decade. While software development originally required comprehensive understanding of the underlying hardware, modern tools have distanced typical developers further from underlying mechanisms. Currently, what was previously known as programming is increasingly superseded by effectively combining existing application modules to build more comprehensive systems and functions. Thus, while actual programming is still valid when optimizing calculation-intensive algorithms, supporting services can be effectively outsourced. Although these applications are suitable for general use to provide appropriate services, they are rarely developed specifically for medical imaging. However, they are flexible and well tested platforms, making them highly valuable also for medical imaging implementations.

In the development and design phase of any practical system, the user perspective should prioritized to the practical experience and knowledge of the users regarding the preferred functionality in a daily workflow. The project for the system presented here was initiated by multiple key user planning meetings. In these meetings, the required
features and functionalities were defined extending to the required data structures. While this method was successful, the possibility to use additional professional-level usability expertise from the start could have been beneficial. Such an expert could encourage key users to formulate their desired software requirements, which would likely increase development speed.

The technical solutions behind the image analyses are typically beyond the knowledge base of a typical heterogeneous user group. Thus, the design of the user interface must simplify complex algorithms to a form where the user can extract essential information with a single glance. For example, corrective action required for specific equipment based on a recent measurement result must be clearly indicated. Due to the variability of the relevant types of monitoring data, the applied user interface must provide broad range of visualisations and reporting formats. Additionally, interactive features are valuable practical features to provide the user with the possibility to select, compare, and troubleshoot the QA results.

While it is possible to develop a universal user interface to present all results in a standardized format, this is often not desired as there are differences in how the data should be presented between medical imaging modalities. For example, sometimes only the time series is a subject of interest, while in other cases, a single datapoint requires more precise inspection. Thus, instead of a universal but rigid solution it is more useful to use a more flexible modular approach, where the initial deployment can be achieved rapidly and allows further application-specific fine-tuning to achieve optimal usability and relevant results.

In the developed system, the interaction between the user interface and the database is not synchronized. Therefore, the results presented on each web page are uploaded once and are not updated before the complete web page is uploaded again. Usage is restricted to limited interactive features by shaping the loaded data through a sub-application on the web page. As a more demanding alternative, it would also be possible to develop a web page completely synchronized with the database and provide more interface features online. However, this would require the use of a more complex backend framework and advanced skillset regarding the development and maintenance of the system.

We have presented the developed system in the context of medical QA image analysis. However, image data is not the only relevant data format in medical or even radiology QA. Due to compatibility or applicability, it may be preferable to present data in spreadsheet format. Furthermore, the data can be related to a mechanical inspection of an imaging device or measured with an additional device. In these cases, it may be applicable to incorporate extra data inputs for database insertion. In addition to the provided database interface, these inputs often require additional data parsing and a conversion layer attached to the presented system.

There are also use cases where there could be a manual data manipulation stage in addition to automatically generated results, such as manually inspecting the region of interest delineations. Additionally, there may be a need to insert subjective quality grading in addition to automatic results. In such an application, images could be sent through an automatic analysis pipeline while a separate image review is provided to obtain subjective impressions on image quality with a predefined grading scale.

The system presented here requires user expertise on medical image transfer and structure. The image routing from the scanner to the analysis server often requires specific connection node settings and separately configured auto routing if PACS is used as an image relay. In most cases, QA data analysis and image processing uses DICOM header information. While this information is generally provided in standardized format, new scanner software versions may require additional DICOM data validation and adaptation to reach compatibility with the applied analysis. Thus, the maintenance events and related updates of the system must be acknowledged.

While the initial introduction of an automated system can replace manual analyses, the digitalization of the process also enables more ambitious possibilities. The increasing amount of data enables more data-centric solutions where e.g. statistical analysis combined with artificial intelligence may allow for a more multidimensional approach to detect abnormal behaviour of imaging equipment or a specific technique. Additionally, technical QA data can be combined with other data types, such as clinical patient dose information, to gain a deeper understanding of the detected QA results and their relationship to clinical effects.

The availability of effective and free development tools is likely to drive a rapid increase in projects similar to those presented here and by other authors [4,13,14]. Cross-institutional cooperation use may face certain restrictions at least partly driven by medical records security requirements and European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). However, development of dedicated open-source medical image analysis tools would benefit considerably from cooperation in the form of multi-organizational joint effort instead of multiple small projects with similar aims. A culture of open collaboration, code sharing, and system development should be strongly encouraged.

4. Conclusions

We have developed a system that provides services for automated medical QA image analysis. The system presented here permits rapid deployment of new analysis methods, supports efficient communication on results achieved at a database level, and increases the sensitivity and effectiveness of the entire QA process. The system can be deployed independent of platform and is based on open-source software.
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